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We report spatial and temporal correlations in strongly coupled plasmonic Bose–Einstein condensates. The condensate is large, more than twenty times the intrinsic spatial coherence length
of the polaritons and hundred times the healing length, making plasmonic lattices an attractive
platform for studying long-range spatial correlations in two-dimensions. We find that both spatial
and temporal coherence display non-exponential decay; the results suggest power-law or stretched
exponential behaviour with different exponents for spatial and temporal correlation decay.

Three-dimensional Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs)
in thermal equilibrium exhibit long-range order of spatial correlations which, in principle, extend to infinity. In two dimensions, true long-range order is prohibited by thermal fluctuations [1–3]. Nevertheless,
it has been shown that quasi-long-range order may
persist in equilibrium systems through the Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless (BKT) transition [4, 5], and
in non-equilibrium via the dynamical phase ordering
of Kardar–Parisi–Zhang (KPZ) [6]. Exciton-polaritons
(photon–exciton quasi-particles) offer a platform for
studying correlations of driven-dissipative condensates in
two dimensions, yet the occurrence of long-range order
in these systems has remained elusive. Typically the
systems have been too small to give definitive answers
about decay at long distances. We introduce strongly
coupled plasmonic BECs as a system for studying correlations: here we demonstrate a condensate of size more
than twenty times the intrinsic spatial coherence of the
polaritons and two orders of magnitude larger than the
healing length, while in previous luminous condensates
used for coherence studies the ratio of system size to intrinsic length scales has been about a factor of ten at
best [7–10]. We find decay of spatial and temporal coherence that is clearly non-exponential; the results are best
described by power-law or stretched exponential decay
with different exponents for spatial and temporal correlations.
Various scenarios of long-range correlation decay have
been predicted for two-dimensional systems. In equilibrium BECs, thermal fluctuations give rise to vortices
and anti-vortices which disrupt the long-range ordering
of correlations. In the BKT transition, below a critical temperature, vortices and anti-vortices are paired
such that their phases cancel out allowing algebraic decay of correlations, g (1) (x) ∝ x−b . The BKT transition
entails power-law decays of both spatial and temporal
correlations with equal exponents bs = bt ≤ 0.25 [11],
although it has been suggested that in the presence
of drive and dissipation the exponents may differ as

bs = 2bt [12, 13]. In non-equilibrium condensates, the
occurrence of the BKT transition has been theoretically
both supported [12, 14] and refuted [15]. Long-range
phase ordering could be restored by the KPZ mechanism
with correlation decay scaling as a stretched exponential rather than power law [15–17]. A crossover between
the KPZ dynamics and equilibrium-like BKT has been
proposed, determined by the degree of anisotropy in the
system [15, 18]. Contrary to BEC, for a usual laser an exponential decay of temporal correlations is expected [19].
Semiconductor polariton condensates [20–22] are typically far from equilibrium conditions due to the short
lifetime of polaritons with respect to their thermalization
time, however, a quasi-equilibrium state can be achieved
by a dynamical balance of pump and dissipation [23, 24],
also near equilibrium conditions are possible [7, 25]. Polaritons decay via emission of photons, providing direct
access to the properties of the condensate by standard
optical techniques. This makes polariton condensates
an attractive platform for studying spatial and temporal correlations. Early reports on spatial correlations
in microcavity polariton condensates indicated algebraic
decay [26, 27], whereas temporal correlations have been
shown to decay as an exponential or a Gaussian [8, 28–
32]. There have been very few studies governing both
spatial and temporal correlations, thus the question of
whether true long-range order exists in non-equilibrium
polariton condensates remains open. At equilibrium-like
conditions, with polariton lifetime exceeding the other
characteristic timescales of the system, a BKT transition has been suggested with both spatial and temporal
correlations showing a power-law decay with an exponent below 0.25 [7]. In general, establishing power-law
behaviour quantitatively is challenging [33].
Spatial and temporal correlations have been studied
also in other types of luminous condensates. In photon
BECs [9, 10] and plasmonic polariton condensates (polariton lasers) [34] the correlations have shown exponential and Gaussian decays; the absence of long-range order has been attributed to the small condensate size and
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the sample and the experiment. An
array of gold nanoparticles combined with a solution of fluorescent molecules is excited with a pulsed laser. The sample
luminescence is imaged through a 10x microscope (NA 0.3)
to a Michelson interferometer, which includes a cube beam
splitter (BS), a retroreflector, a delay stage mirror, and a
f = 450 mm bi-convex lens (L). The real space image is inverted over both x and y direction of the array and overlapped
with the original image. The resulting interferogram shows
interference fringes if the sample luminescence is coherent;
the fringe visibility is directly proportional to the first-order
correlation function g (1) .

finite-size effects [9] and to the drive and dissipation [34].
Indeed, one of the central factors hindering the studies
of long-range order in all types of polariton and photon
condensates has been the small system size [15, 17].
Here, we introduce a plasmonic polariton BEC with
long-range spatial correlations that extend to remarkably long distances [35]. We present the first thorough
measurement and in-depth analysis of both the spatial
and temporal coherence in plasmonic BECs. Our results
clearly show that the correlations differ both from a nonordered phase and from a laser. The exponents extracted
from our data by power-law and stretched exponential
fits hint to a scenario in between quasi-equilibrium and
non-equilibrium.
System and experiment.—A schematic of the system
and the experiment is presented in Figure 1. Plasmonic
lattices, comprising nanoparticle arrays covered with fluorescent molecules, have been used to create BECs in the
weak [36] and strong [37] coupling regimes. Nanoparticle
arrays give rise to surface lattice resonances (SLRs) which
are hybrid modes of the localized surface plasmon resonances in the individual nanoparticles and light diffracted
to the periodic array [38–40]. The Γ-point of the SLR
dispersion provides a band edge for lasing [41, 42] and
condensation [36, 37]. To study spatial correlation de-

cay at long distances, we use structures similar to those
in our previous work [37], but extend the system size in
x to 500 µm while keeping the y dimension as 100 µm.
The arrays are covered with 80 mM solution of IR-792
dye leading to strong coupling between the molecules and
the SLR modes. The plasmon-exciton-polaritons, called
polaritons hereafter, in the system are bosonic quasiparticles consisting of light diffracted to the array, electron plasma oscillation, and the dye molecule excitons.
The molecules are excited by a pulsed laser (50 fs, 1 kHz,
800 nm) with a spot larger than the arrays. See Supplemental Material [43] for descriptions of the sample fabrication and the experimental setup.
As in our previous work [37], upon increasing pump
fluence, the samples exhibit a double threshold, where
the first threshold corresponds to polariton lasing and
the second threshold to polariton BEC (see Fig. 2(d)).
Since the polariton lifetime (∼ 100 fs) is of the same order
as the other characteristic time scales of the system, it
is reasonable to assume the condensate to be in quasior non-equilibrium regime. However, distinct from most
polariton condensates, we observe a thermal distribution
that extends over a range of 2kB T at room temperature
(see Fig. S7 [43]).
We measure spatial and temporal coherence of the
sample by a Michelson interferometer in a mirrorretroreflector configuration. The retroreflector inverts
the real space image centrosymmetrically i.e. both in
x and y directions of the array. The inverted and noninverted images are overlapped on a CMOS camera, and
the combined image shows interference fringes when the
light emitted by the sample is coherent. The fringe contrast is directly proportional to the first-order correlation function between two points separated by |r − r’|,
g (1) (r, r0 ; τ ), where τ is the time delay between the two
arms of the interferometer. Thus, changing the longitudinal position of the delay mirror and recording interferograms over a range of delays allows for directly probing
the temporal coherence of the sample. For spatial coherence, we measure a series of interferograms at fixed
intervals around zero time-delay, τ = 0, over three periods of light frequency oscillation. The interferograms
are normalized with images taken separately from each
arm by blocking one arm at time. Finally, the first-order
correlation function is obtained by fitting a sinusoidal
function through each pixel of the stack of normalized interferograms, providing the amplitude and phase of the
interference fringes; see Supplemental Material [43] for
details of the analysis.
Spatial correlations.—Figure 2 shows interferograms,
the corresponding g (1) (r, −r) maps , and average g (1) (x)
along the long axis of the lattice for three excitation
regimes: below, at, and above BEC threshold. The maps
of the phase of the fringes are presented in Fig.S2 [43].
Below the threshold, spatial coherence emerges around
the center of the array and decays towards the edges. At
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FIG. 2. Interferograms and spatial correlation maps. Interferograms at three pump fluences (a) below (0.83 mJcm−2 ), (b)
at (1.66 mJcm−2 ), and (c) above (3.31 mJcm−2 ) the BEC threshold. (d-f) Maps of g (1) (r, −r) for the corresponding pump
fluences. (g-i) Average g (1) (x) over the y axis of the array. The error bars show the standard deviation of three measurements.
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where β = 2 gives a Gaussian and β = 1 an exponential
function, and 0 < a ≤ 1 is a scaling parameter. Note
that power-law or stretched exponential behaviour are
expected to occur only above the threshold fluence for
the BEC transition. We exclude the short-range regime
around the autocorrelation point (∆r = 0) from the fits,
determined by the spatial coherence length of the polaritons without pumping, 24 µm [37]. All the fits are
performed using the same fit range, and the best-fitting
model is shown in Fig. 3(a-c) for each case. At pump
fluences below the BEC threshold, as shown in Fig. 3(ab), spatial correlations decay as a Gaussian. Above the
threshold, Fig. 3(c), long-range spatial coherence covering the entire array emerges and the correlation function is nearly constant over a remarkably long distance:
a fit to an exponential function yields a correlation decay length of 3235 µm, which is more than 6 times the
long axis of the system, and two orders of magnitude
larger than the intrinsic coherence length of the polaritons. The decay lengths as given by Gaussian and exponential fits are presented in Fig. 3(d) alongside the
threshold curve. However, the data is best fit to a powerlaw function with a very small exponent 0.07, and almost
equally well with a stretched exponential with exponent
around 0.5. The fits to all four functions are presented
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in Figure S4 [43]. Fig. 3(e-f) show the exponents obtained from the stretched exponential and power-law fits
above the BEC transition. The root-mean-square error
(RMSE) of the fits are compared in Fig. 3(g).

g (1)(

the threshold, coherence extends over a longer distance
but gradual decay is still visible. Remarkably, above the
threshold, coherence is nearly constant throughout the
array.
Let us have a closer look at the decay of correlations.
Fig. 3(a-c) show g (1) as a function of radial separation
of centrosymmetric points, ∆r = |r − r’|, for the pump
fluences respective to Fig. 3(d). The measured g (1) (∆r)
are fit to Gaussian, exponential, stretched exponential
(Eq. (1)), and power-law (Eq. (2)) functions:
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FIG. 3. Quantitative analysis of spatial correlation decay.
Measured g (1) (∆r) at three pump fluences (a) below, (b) at,
and (c) above the BEC threshold. The error bars represent
the standard deviation of three measurements. The bestfitting functions are shown by black solid lines. (d) Threshold curve (black circles) and spatial correlation decay extracted from Gaussian (blue circles) and exponential fits (red
squares). The fluences corresponding to (a-c) are highlighted
with filled circles and the green triangle. For the exponential
function the reported length is the decay constant and for the
Gaussian the half width (HW) at 1/e decay. Exponents extracted from (e) stretched exponential and (f) power-law fits.
(g) Root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the fits. In (d-f) the
horizontal axis values are the pump fluence in the same units
as in (g).
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function with exponents around 0.7...0.8; the stretched
exponential fits almost equally well with small exponents
β ∼ 0.2, given by Fig. 4(e-f). Figure 4(g) presents the
comparison of the RMSE of the fits.
Discussion.—At pump fluences far below the BEC
threshold but above the polariton lasing threshold, the
system behaves much like a (regular or polariton) laser:
spatial correlations decay as a Gaussian and temporal
correlations as an exponential function. Nanoparticle array lasers at weak coupling regime have previously shown
Gaussian decay of both spatial and temporal correlations [44], and at strong coupling an exponential decay of
spatial and a quasi-Gaussian decay of temporal correlations [34]. In polariton condensates, temporal correlation
decay has been reported to be Gaussian [8, 28–30, 45]
or of Kubo form, that is, Gaussian or exponential depending on whether the number fluctuations are slow or
fast [31, 32].
Above the BEC threshold both spatial and temporal correlations show decay that indicates power-law behaviour. Spatial correlations decay with a small exponent ∼0.07 whereas temporal correlations with a large
exponent around 0.7 − 0.8. This clearly differs from equilibrium BKT transition, as could be expected due to the
driven-dissipative nature of our system. It is worthwhile
to mention that we have also looked at few- and singleshot interferograms of the condensate and have not ob-
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That the spatial coherence extends to such large distances over the lattice in x direction is non-trivial considering the intrinsic anisotropy of the process. The
pump excites mainly the molecules but also weakly (offresonantly) the nanoparticles: the nanoparticle excitations follow the pump polarization and stimulate emission from the molecules to SLR modes of the same polarization (see Supplemental Material [43]). In the experiments reported here, the pump polarized linearly in
x triggers propagation of high energy (high momentum
k) polaritons in the ±y-direction of the array. In the beginning of the thermalization process, y direction is thus
favoured. Nevertheless, the BEC that forms around the
band edge (k = 0) shows coherence in both x and y, in
contrast to lasing at the first threshold which is coherent
only in y. This qualitative change of spatial coherence
from lasing to BEC was found already in our previous
work [37], but for a sample of only 100 µm size in x (coherence decay laws were not studied there, limited by
the small sample size). The present observations of coherence in the x direction over a much longer distance
corroborate the 2D nature of the BEC.
The thermalization in the plasmonic polariton BEC
involves stimulated processes [37] enabling an ultrafast
time scale in which the condensate is formed (< 250 fs).
Here, we separated the thermal tail (the part of the BEC
energy spectrum which displays the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution) of the condensate emission using band-pass
filters and found that the thermal tail is coherent (see
Fig.S5[43]). This confirms that the thermalization is a
coherent process.
Temporal correlations.—Temporal coherence of the
sample is measured using the same experimental setup as
spatial coherence but over a longer delay range and with
a coarser time step. Here, we extract the fringe contrast
directly by fitting the fringes in the normalized interferograms to a sinusoidal function. The fringes are analyzed from a 24 µm wide region around x = 0, averaged
over all locations in the y axis of the array. The averaging is necessary due to interference that arises from the
counter-propagating polaritons along ±y [37] (see Supplemental Material [43] and Fig. S6). Temporal coherence for increasing pump fluence is displayed in Fig. 4(d);
the pump fluences are color-coded with respect to the
threshold curve (inset). Similarly to the spatial analysis,
the measured g (1) (|τ |) are fit to Gaussian, exponential,
stretched exponential, and power-law functions, and the
best-fitting models are shown in Fig. 4(a-c). The data
corresponding to the short-range correlations, between
τ = 0 and the SLR mode lifetime |τ | = 100fs, are excluded from the fits. Below the BEC threshold, as shown
in Fig. 4(a), correlations decay exponentially with a decay constant of 362 fs. This exceeds already the intrinsic
temporal coherence of the plasmonic modes due to the
lasing triggered at the first threshold. Above the BEC
threshold, Fig. 4(b-c), the data is best fit to a power-law
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FIG. 4. Quantitative analysis of temporal correlation decay.
(a-c) Measured g (1) (τ ) at three pump fluences (a) below, (b)
at, and (c) above the BEC threshold. The error bars represent
the standard deviation of the averaged τ < 0 and τ > 0
values from (d). Fits to the best-fitting function are shown
with black solid lines. (d) Measured temporal coherence for
different pump fluences, color coded according to the filled
circles in the threshold curve (inset). Exponents extracted
from (e) stretched exponential and (f) power-law fits. (g)
Root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the fits.
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served vortices. In driven-dissipative condensates, the
power-law exponent may exceed the equilibrium BKT
limit 0.25, but our findings do not directly match with
the previously reported experimental [26] or theoretical
values [12, 14].
Stretched exponential function, related to KPZ dynamics, fits almost as well as the power law, yielding
small exponents β. The KPZ scaling of spatial and
temporal correlations has been mostly considered in the
optical parametric oscillator (OPO) regime of microcavity polariton condensates [16, 18]. In the strongly
anisotropic case, the KPZ equation leads to a powerlaw decay of spatial correlations with exponent bs = 2χ,
where χ is the roughness exponent that in two dimensions
takes the universal value of about 0.39 [46–48]. Likewise,
the temporal correlations decay as power law but with
exponent that is 1/2 of the spatial exponent, bt = χ. In
the regime of weak anisotropy, the two-dimensional KPZ
equation predicts a stretched exponential decay with
βs = 2χ = 0.78 for spatial and βt = 2χ/(2 − χ) = 0.48
for temporal correlations [18]. Our results yield βs ≈ 0.5
and βt ≈ 0.2 above the BEC threshold.
Our system is not isotropic. The nanoparticles host
dipolar and multipolar charge oscillation modes associated with directional radiation, which combined with the
periodicity of the array in the x and y directions leads to
SLR modes that are not isotropic in the plane (in contrast to typical planar cavities). In an infinite or square
array, there is still the x-y symmetry left, but even this
can be broken by the pump polarization as mentioned
above. Evaluating the level of anisotropy in the sense of
the theoretical predictions is difficult since our system is
not analogous to those considered in Refs. [15, 18], however the KPZ scaling is expected to be rather universal.
Finally, it should be noted that the differences (e.g.,
root-mean-square errors) between fits of spatial and temporal correlations to different models have typically been
marginal, and therefore establishing power-law behaviour
quantitatively is not straightforward [7, 18, 26, 27]. Ideally the data should range over at least two decades to
rigorously claim power-law behaviour [33]. The results
depend on the fit range, so it is of key importance to
justify the range (short vs. long-range) deliberately. Another notable feature is that the regime of pump powers
where the transition to a BKT phase or KPZ dynamics
is expected could be very narrow [12, 14, 17].
Summary and outlook.— We have characterized for the
first time the spatial and temporal first order correlations in a plasmonic BEC. We propose plasmonic lattice
condensates as a platform for studying long-range order
in two-dimensional condensates of light, with versatile
system design and open cavity character. The combination of large size and short cavity lifetime makes the
system amenable for probing non-equilibrium BKT transition or KPZ dynamics [15, 17, 18, 49]. In this work,
we have shown that the decay of correlations above BEC

threshold is non-exponential, in stark contrast to the nonordered and lasing phases. Our results indicate algebraic
decay of both spatial and temporal correlations with different exponents, although the stretched exponential fits
almost equally well. The exponents found do not quantitatively match with reported predictions for equilibrium
or non-equilibrium systems. Even though the scaling
laws predicted by equilibrium BKT and non-equilibrium
KPZ mechanisms might be universal, understanding the
role of strongly coupled vibrational and electronic states,
the ultrafast dynamics, and the type of anisotropy in
plasmonic nanoparticle array condensates may bring in
new physics and are important to consider in future theoretical work. On the experimental side, even larger samples could be studied, pump fluences probed with finer
steps, and the sensitivity of the measurement increased
in order to observe the decay of spatial correlations over
larger dynamic range of intensity, essential for distinguishing between power laws from other forms of decay.
Beyond fundamental studies of correlations, the plasmonic polariton BEC provides spatial correlation decay
on the millimeter-scale, which is 1–2 orders of magnitude
larger than in other polariton or photon condensates before. Millimeter-scale spatial coherence has been previously reported in weakly coupled plasmonic lasers [44].
Our strongly coupled plasmonic BEC provides also effective interactions [37], which may give rise to phenomena
not accessible in weakly coupled and non-interacting systems, such as superfluidity [50]. The large extent of spatial coherence could be utilized in, for instance, on-chip
applications for sensing, where lasing and coherence can
make tiny effects observable, and in the far future also in
information processing.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR: “SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL CORRELATIONS IN STRONGLY
COUPLED PLASMONIC BOSE–EINSTEIN CONDENSATES”
SAMPLES

SPATIAL COHERENCE MEASUREMENT

Spatial and temporal coherence is measured with a
Michelson interferometer in a mirror-retroreflector configuration. The measurement setup, depicted in Fig.S1,
allows measuring simultaneously with the Michelson interferometer and a spectrometer in order to record the

We measure a series of interferograms at fixed inter-

Real-space
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CMOS
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Pol.
L3
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BS2

Spectrometer

Obj.
L2

pixis

The nanopartice arrays are fabricated on a glass substrate with electron beam lithography (EBL). An adhesion layer 1 nm of titanium and a 50 nm layer of gold are
evaporated on a patterned poly(methyl methacrylate) on
glass, followed by lift-off in acetone. The shape accuracy
of the nanoparticles produced with EBL is very high and
the periodicity is constant throughout the arrays. Gold
was chosen as the nanoparticle material because it is
resistant to chemical wear and has low ohmic losses in
the near-infrared wavelengths where the experiments are
conducted [51]. The arrays have asymmetric periodicities (py = 568 nm, px = 618 nm) and the cylindrical
gold nanoparticles have diameter of 105 nm and height
of 50 nm. The asymmetric periods separate the dispersion of orthogonal polarizations, simplifying the data interpretation [37]. The nanoparticle arrays are covered
with fluorescent dye IR-792 in solution of 1:2 (dimethyl
sulfoxide) : (benzyl alcohol). A large molecule reservoir
(0.8 mm thick layer) helps the samples to sustain measurements for a long period of time because the dye can
replenish between consecutive measurements.
The dye molecules are excited with a pulsed
Ti:sapphire laser (50 fs, 1 kHz, 800 nm), the spot is
cropped using two irises such that it has a diameter
larger than the arrays and nearly flat-top intensity profile. The pump is polarized linearly in horizontal direction (x direction of the nanoparticle array). Even
though the pump does not directly couple to the lattice
modes (a pump beam at 800 nm and normal incidence
is off-resonant with the SLR modes of our sample), a
small spectral overlap of the pump and the single particle resonance (which is broad) excites the nanoparticles and causes the nanoparticle charge oscillations to be
mainly polarized in x. Small nanoparticles act as dipole
antennae, radiating mostly in the direction perpendicular to their polarization axis. This corresponds to a
SLR mode with propagation along the y-axis of the lattice. The small pump-caused x-polarized excitation in
the nanoparticles stimulates x-polarized emission from
the molecules, and thereby the thermalization is triggered to an SLR mode propagation along the y-axis of
the lattice.

angle-resolved spectrum of the sample luminescence.
Monitoring the luminescence spectrum is important to
verify the stability of the condensate throughout the temporal and spatial coherence measurements.
In the Michelson interferometer, the sample luminescence is split to two arms of the interferometer with a
50/50 cube beam splitter. One of the arms is equipped
with a retroreflector, while the other arm is with a flat
mirror on a motorized linear stage. The location of
the stage therefore sets the time delay between the two
arms. The retroreflector inverts the real space image centrosymmetrically i.e. both in x and y directions of the
array. The inverted and non-inverted images are overlapped on a complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS) camera and the combined image shows interference fringes when the emission from the sample is coherent. The fringe contrast C is directly proportional to
the absolute value of the first-order correlation function
|g (1) (r, −r; τ ) | [52]:
p
2 I (r) I (−r) (1)
Imax − Imin
|g (r, −r; τ ) |.
=
C (r, τ ) =
Imax + Imin
I (r) + I (−r)
(S1)

CCD

BS4 Iris
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BS1

Sample

BS3
M3
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L4
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FIG. S1. Measurement setup. The sample was excited at a
normal incidence by a 50 fs, 800 nm pulse. The mirror (M)
1 and beam splitter (BS) 1 were used to direct the excitation
through the objective lens (Nikon 10x NA 0.3). A polarizer
was used to maintain linear polarization of the excitation.
The same objective was used to collect the sample luminescence, and BS2 allowed us to simultaneously perform spatial
and temporal correlation measurements with a Michelson interferometer in a retroreflector configuration (Fig. 1). The
Michelson interferometer accommodates a delay mirror (M2)
and the retroreflector (R). The inverted and non-inverted images are focused to a CMOS camera with the f = 450 mm
lens (L4). To spatially crop the sample luminescence, an iris
was placed at the real space image plane (RSP) after the
f = 200 mm tube lens, L1. The beam splitter BS4 was used
to allow the collection of the real space image with L3 and
the angle-resolved luminescence spectrum with L2.
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FIG. S2. Maps of the phase of the interference fringes. Phase φ obtained by the analysis of interference fringes at three pump
fluences (a) below (0.83 mJcm−2 ), (b) at (1.66 mJcm−2 ), and (c) above (3.31 mJcm−2 ) the BEC threshold, respective to Fig. 2
of the main text.
.

make sure that the measurements are done at true zero
delay.
To analyze spatial correlations from the maps of g (1) ,
we take average g (1) (x, y) on a circumference with increasing diameter (∆r) starting from the autocorrelation
point at the center of the array. The obtained g (1) (∆r)
are fit to Gaussian, exponential, and power-law functions,
and the fit quality is assessed for each function. In addition to graphical evaluation, the fit models are compared
by their residuals and root-mean-square error (RMSE),
and the best-fitting model is shown in manuscript Fig. 3
for each case.
The data acquisition and analysis are demanding; the
sample must remain stable throughout numerous measurements at pump fluences above the BEC threshold,
and each measurement produces 21 interferograms which
all contain ∼400x2000 pixels where the fits are performed. To make the computational effort lighter, we deployed parallel computing for the non-linear least-squares
fits. In turn, compared to other standard methods, such
as Fourier analysis of spatial frequencies, this method
provides much more robust results.
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FIG. S3. Schematic illustration of the analysis of interference
fringes. A sinusoidal function is fit through each pixel of the
stack of 21 normalized interferograms (left panel). An example fit (red line) with 21 data points (blue dots) is shown in
the right panel. Three periods of light frequency oscillation
account for about ∼ 9 fs.
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vals around the zero time delay, τ = 0, over about three
cycles of light frequency oscillation. Three oscillations
account for ∼ 9 fs (at 880 nm), which is divided to 21
delay steps providing a stack of interferograms. The raw
interferograms, with intensity denoted as I, are normalized with images taken separately from each arm of the
interferometer (I1 and I2 ). The interferogram
√ with normalized intensity is Inorm = (I − I1 − I2 )/(2 I1 I2 ) [53].
Background counts, obtained by blocking the view of the
camera, are subtracted from all the images before analysis. All images taken by the CMOS camera are integrated
over 490 ms i.e. 490 excitation pulses at the 1 kHz repetition rate.
To obtain the fringe contrast, we fit a sinusoidal function, C sin(ωτ + φ) + C0 , through each pixel of the stack
of normalized interferograms, providing the amplitude C
and phase φ of the fringes (see Fig. S3 for illustration).
The maps of the phase φ of the interference fringes are
shown in Fig. S2. The phase reflects the ordering of
correlations and can be used to confirm that the contrast has been extracted reliably by the fits. Under
optimal conditions and perfectly symmetric condensate
with I(r) = I(−r), the fringe contrast C is equal to
|g (1) (r, −r; τ ) |. This is rarely the case in experiments,
hence the maximum |g (1) | < 1. The measurement and
analysis procedure is repeated at a few different temporal locations closely around τ = 0 (e.g. at ±10 fs) to
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r

FIG. S4. Fits of the spatial correlations to all four functions.
Non-linear least squares fit of measured spatial correlations at
pump fluence 3.31 mJcm−2 to (a) Gaussian, (b) exponential,
(c) stretched exponential, and (d) power-law function.
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FIG. S5. Interferograms and spatial correlation maps for the thermal cloud. Interferograms at three pump fluences (a) below
(0.83 mJcm−2 ), (b) at (1.66 mJcm−2 ), and (c) above (3.31 mJcm−2 ) the BEC threshold. (d-f) Maps of g (1) for the corresponding
pump fluences. (g-i) Average g (1) (x) taken over the y axis in (d-f). The error bars represent the standard deviation of three
measurements. Due to low number of counts, the thermal cloud data was analyzed without subtracting the background counts.
Subtracting the background would lead to large negative values in the normalization procedure causing problems in the data
analysis. Consequently, the absolute values of g (1) here are not correctly normalized between [0, 1]. To separate the thermal
cloud from the sample luminescence, we used two band pass filters centered at 850 nm (1.458 eV) with bandwidth of 40 nm.
The corresponding luminescence spectra are presented in Fig. S7.

TEMPORAL COHERENCE MEASUREMENT
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For temporal coherence, interferograms were recorded
over delays ranging from -1.25 ps to 1.25 ps at fixed (30 fs)
intervals. Here, contrary to the spatial coherence analysis, we applied a simpler method to extract the fringe
contrast by fitting sinusoidal function directly to the normalized interferograms at each delay. The fringes were
analyzed from 24 µm wide rectangles around x = 0, averaged over all locations in y as depicted in Fig. S6(a), see
also the explanation below. The interference fringes inside the rectangular regions were fit to a sinusoidal function, which gives the amplitude of the fringes.
The contrast is directly proportional to the first-order
correlation function g (1) (τ ), analogous to the spatial coherence analysis. For the fits, we take the average of
g (1) (τ ) over negative and positive delays ±τ in order to
get g (1) (|τ |). The measured g (1) (|τ |) is fit to Gaussian,
exponential, stretched exponential, and power-law functions. We use again the same fit range for all functions
and pump fluences. In order to study long-range correlations, the SLR mode lifetime |τ | = 100 fs is excluded
from the fits.
When extracting the temporal coherence from very
small spatial regions, we observed side peaks (see
Fig. S6(b) for an example) which arise from interference between counter-propagating polaritons along ±y
of the lattice (as explained above, in the main text, and
in [37], the pump polarization triggers the thermalization to start along the modes where excitations propagate along the y direction). For the data used in the
analysis of temporal correlation decay, we averaged over
all the locations along the y-axis so that the interference
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FIG. S6. Spatial locations for temporal correlation analysis.
(a) The white rectangles illustrate the spatial locations from
which the temporal correlations were extracted around x =
0. (b) An example fringe contrast data from one rectangle,
displaying the interference side peaks that arise from counterpropagating polaritons.

peaks do not distract the non-linear least squares fitting.
We note that in our system the BEC with thermally distributed tail is observed by collecting the luminescence
over the whole y-axis of the array, therefore it is justified
to include the whole condensate also in the analysis of
temporal correlations.
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FIG. S7. Luminescence spectra as a function of pump fluence.
Luminescence spectrum for (a) the whole spectrum and (b)
the thermal cloud as a function of pump fluence. The pump
fluences are color-coded from low (blue) to high (red) respective to (c) and (d), which show the threshold curves for the
whole spectrum and the thermal cloud, respectively. Notably,
the population of the thermal tail increases linearly as a function of pump fluence after the first threshold. At the second
threshold this increase saturates and the population starts to
accumulate to a peak around the band edge, in accordance
with the BEC mechanism.

